
MATH 425

LECTURE 3 1: The coolinale method. Fundamental PDEs I.

In the previous lecture we learn that first-coda linear

PDEs can be solved by the method of characteristics.

We introduce now a related method that also sclues these

PDES: The coordinate method.

Basically,atconsists in applying an appropriate cheape Juarides.

Wewill repeat some exemples using thismethod

•Example: (Constant coefficiendcase )

aux +buy=o

Solo (a,b ). Ouzo (a,b)

Change of variables:

ř=ax +by ? and new apply the chain rule ,

}=6x - ay J
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ex =She se ha = a una + bug.

uyshare onSe ha a buz-anze

so that

aux+buy= auz tabung +bux-axuz=(2+6 )ug=0

2X

in conclension , u= f(3)= f(bx-ag),

Remark . We could have close in a differentway.

The important partwas having are of the new variothes equal

tob - ay (we know that the solention only dependson this

quantity,so the partial derivative with respect to the other

variablewill be sero).

bo Exercise(home) Solve anat buyao ing changing y= oxray.

X
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•Exemple:(Varcelle coefficiet ase)

xux- gug&y uzy (compare the solutia with the

1 exemple on page -8--9- ).

Sl:

New coordinates?(se, cheapeof varcelles? ).

The characteristic curves are given by

222 2222 log(g)=-log(a)+C y= aC= xy.

Let's try then with fFax (or something differend).
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The chain rules gives that (( 4)asseeendof page-13-)

Ix = ar ty

 xa

y tu glo xuanyag=xuzteghi equy=xmy

To write the PDE in andiy weneed uğdoesnotappeary.

to solve far cand y : x = 8

Then, we stain that

{uz*( 2)n=(2 s uz +5a. seis
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This can be seen how as a first-order lineau ode

LO for

21

integratingfactae t

( u 5)= 3 4

sules) -. cl

Going back to toyo

alxg) = 1+ c (xy) e x = 1+ eCxy) e

Remark. The solutions are usually easy to checks og

dered substitution into the PDE .

• Remont:(*)Wehave to be careful with the abwe of

notation. On page oca-wewrote:

ž =xl u x = uš +gugl so we obtained

ğ=xyl y= xuý s

xux - yuy = xuž.
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From thisnotation, one might think " srice x=%", then

az Eux and soso xux- yuy= x/extuy= o ,

which contradicts our previous solution .

The mistake comes from ournotation. Being precise,we should

write: ř(ty)= x |

Cheage of variodes: ğkg)=xy S

and define anew function through the relation

e(ty) = 0 ( ř(x,y) 9(6 ).

Them, the chain rule says that

uxG.3)=uz(=(2,3).5. ) (.)+uz(E5,).55 ) (to),

and similarly with y.Wewould find that

xuxGg)-y ug( g)=x W (F(G.).5(4 )

ow itis clean theyare not the same odjed.

In summary, we obtain a new PDE in o ,butweusually

abuse of rotation and writeitwith a.
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[Section 3.1] Fundamentals PDEs.

We have only study first-orda leinen PDEs so far.

An important real example of such PDEs comes from

modelling the treasport of a suspended po lentents in a fleid

flow : the transport equation .

However, the there most fundamental a prototypical lineau

PDEs are of second anden : the heat,wave, and Laplace

cquation.

 PDES .

In this section wewill show how to model certain physical

problems using PoEs.

1 Derivation of the heat equation .

Physical problem: Considen a road whose temperature

distribution we know at a given time.What equation

describes the evolution of the temperaturedistribution ?

Fa simplicity,we will make some assumptions :

hsic

we
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- Straight red with constant section area A(x)= A .

2 ) All properties are constant neach section. Thatis, there is

aly dependence in a (And problem ).

3) Lateral surface is insulated,no heat grevation inside .

conse onsi

One fundamental principles of physics (ast law ofthermodynamics)

tells us that energy is conserved. Conside two arbitrary

pants a,b, and let's study that region of the road between

a time istent t and another are tth (with hoo),

Coo ~ co o bah

- t a b

The conservation of energy the

" Enegain Inl] Energy in Lil

- as time tth . at time to

e  says

energythat Energy thathas

a = odtett" has come to come out

between tand between tad

tth . ta

Let's write this mathematically.
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Deute ela.,,a,b)= (thermal energy density

I alagaa)=(thermalcaugos flex - ergone

= energy flowing to the right pa sais area

and pain time

elagatth )dv = elagoas )dv + o(a.na,a)dsd? +

Regica

[a,b ]

 1 $(6,23,2)d5d2

 - Jo (b)

a 5

Using assumptions 1),2),we often that

 tah

e (x,tth ) dx = a elasa A deed2 -A 6(6, 22 .

Dividing by h and taking the lineas host ,

st)dx = 6 (ast ) - 6 (6,7).



This can be rewritte as

dx = -| $x(x6)dx and because beth a,b ,

were arbitrary, it must hold that

fe.Cht)=-balat

• Modelling e and &

Thermodjnamics

a e Cash ) = c(x) p(x)a Cast )

specific mass temperature

lass

density

- Flux : Fourian 's law

¢(t)= -K (+) ux Cab) This law is less fundamental . I

| It holds under certain conditions)

-

 thermal

conductivita

When c(x),p(x), K(x)are all constentes ,we obtain the

so- called heal equation (k= k thermal

k ce diffusivity)

Tutak uxx !-d HEAT EQUATIONUATION
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Exercise(Home): Check that the diffusion of a lisolved

substanted in a fleid at rest satisfies the same POE

(up to renaming the physical constante ).

Instead of Fourie's law, you'llneed Fick'slaw of diffusion : ]

. d = -hex ,where d = (mass) fleux .
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